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Background

The Music Puzzle is part of an ongoing project

called Ljudparken/The Soundpark – Using mod-

ern smartphones to create interactive listening ex-

periences for hearing impaired
1
.

The aim is to create interactive listening ex-

periences for Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing persons

(DHH). The interaction is carried out through us-

ing new sensor-based audio interfaces.

Audio-based programs constitute a significant

part of the Android Market. Modern smart de-

vices open up new possibilities both in terms of

using external information as input and providing

real-time audio feedback to the user.

Research Question

Can an easily accessible and attractive puzzle

game increase the amount of time of active lis-

tening among the DHH?

Method

Music Puzzle is made with a Samsung tablet, GT-

P7300 Galaxy Tab 8.9 inches, but should work

with other devices running the Android 3.1 oper-

ating system. The programming is done in Pure

Data
2
, Android 3.1, and for the visual represen-

tation on the screen also HTML (see examples in

Figure 1).

The gameplay consist of the music puzzle

where the users are supposed to:

• Shake the tablet to split a file into a number

of fragments

• Randomly adjust some sound parameters

• Shuffle the sound pieces and distribute

them around the screen

• Listen, judge and rearrange these sound

fragments in correct order

1
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ID=189&user_tag=proj_189
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• Adjust the sound parameter values to match

the sounds perfectly

• Finish arranging all fragments correctly to

win the game

In addition, a testbox area is available for the

user to put a number of segments in any order and

play them back, for experimentation and for fun.

Adopted sound parameters:

• EQ

• Combination of Tempo and Pitch

User Input Interface:

• Gyroscope: use shake force to set the

length of the fragments

• Multi-touch: for manipulating sound frag-

ments, e.g. drag, play.

Goals

With the Music Puzzle, we contribute to the area

of HCI targeting the serious game category. In

the thesis work we explore, design, develop, and

reflect over possible application and game designs

for hearing training on personal mobile devices.
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Figure 1: Overview of the gameplay in Music Puzzle.
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